The Desired Results Developmental Profile (DRDP)
RESOURCE GUIDE for Head Start & Early Head Start
This guide should be readily available for use by all
teaching staff.
DRDP is the system that we use to assess child development and learning. The data that you collect is VERY
important to our program! The data is used to measure and prove the effectiveness of our program, as well
as to identify areas of need (for the children, teachers, or program). It is important to understand that
assessment is a continuous cycle. The steps in the assessment cycle are:

ALL TEACHING STAFF WILL BE INVOLVED WITH THE DRDP CYCLE.
All teaching staff will be responsible for collecting AND entering
documentation. Assigning preliminary ratings is not yet a feature of
DRDP. Once assessments are completed, each child’s progress
should be evaluated and plans made for intentional teaching
opportunities.

Intentional teaching is a must and needs to be reflected on each week’s lesson
plans. Intentional teaching means using the assessment tool and the Head Start
Early Learning Outcomes Framework (ELOF). DRDP and ELOF are to be used by
teachers to develop classroom goals, individual goals and lesson plans. Please, do
not forget about the more advanced children.
Intentional teaching means that you identify where each child is at and set goals (and develop lesson plans) to
help each child move forward. To do this you will not only be planning for your current STUDY (all HS) or
THEME (EHS only), but also integrating the use of the concepts provided in your Creative Curriculum manuals
along with the use of Mighty Minutes, Intentional Teaching Cards and Book Discussion Cards. Be INTENTIONAL
by being specific…
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The DRDP Rating Periods (Checkpoint Dates) can be found on your Education Timetable, which should
be posted in your room. You will have a date range for completing your assessments and then run a report to
share with parents.
•
•
•

Finalization can occur prior to our finalization date range assuming the child is transitioning to another
room or is a drop. If it is within the last 2 weeks of the date range, finalization must be completed
before removal of child from roster.
The DRDP Training does discuss a different time frame but we will be adjusting that to fit our specific
program.
All finalization must be done within your scheduled work hours

WHEN do I Document?

Enter documentation daily or at a minimum, weekly into DRDP. Use your DRDP Observations Checklist tally
sheet to be certain that you are meeting the minimum requirements.
Beginning of the school year:
• You may start collecting data right away as soon as children are added to your ChildPlus roster.
Children who start more than 3 weeks before the final rating period date:
• You are expected to collect enough documentation to finalize in ALL required areas, as outlined in the
Documentation Requirements section.
Children who start between 2 and 3 weeks before the final checkpoint date: You are expected to finalize in
two areas:
o HS-Physical/Health and Cognitive Domains
o EHS- Social/Emotional and Physical/Health Domains
• It is acceptable to mark the other domains as “elect to not rate”.
Children who start less than 2 weeks before the end of a rating period:
• You are not expected to collect documentation on these children.
• You will start collecting data as soon as the new rating period begins on these children (and all others).
Children who drop/terminate/transfer out of the class:
• Due to the fact that DRDP is within ChildPlus, there will not be as much of a transfer delay as there may
have been with GOLD.
• It will be especially important that if a child is transferring to another classroom (either through
transition from EHS to HS or just a room change), that all of the DRDP documentation you have
collected is entered right away.
Children who transfer within 2 weeks of a DRDP rating period:
• The original teacher will be responsible for completion of DRDP and must complete it by the child’s last
day due to the need of switching the child to the new ChildPlus roster due to putting in attendance,
meals and contacts. If for some reason this does not occur, the original teacher may need to access
the child in CP from the receiving teachers ChildPlus account.
• The original teacher will be responsible for printing the Parent Report (previously Family Conference
Form) if needed, as well as the completion of the Parent/Teacher Conference.
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DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

ALL Head Start and Early Head Start classrooms- will be required
to add, at a minimum, 2 pieces of documentation/evidence for
EACH measure for each child per rating period (Fall, Winter and
Spring).
EHS Summer requirements will be the same, except only in the
Social/Emotional and Physical/Health Domains.
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HOW DO WE GET IT DONE?
• All teaching staff needs to be involved. This is not just for the Lead teachers to complete.
• Lead teachers should already have a plan/system in place for the DAILY collection and entry of
documentation into DRDP. Use your DRDP Observation Checklist to track your progress.
• Intentional observations- As you write your weekly lesson plans, decide which domains and measures
to focus on and make sure to include plans for making those observations.
• We strongly recommend that you (lead and associates) enter documentation daily or weekly. Staying
current with your data entry, allows you to utilize progress reports mid-rating period and will help
make the end of each checkpoint period less stressful.
Report # 5003, DRDP Observation Counts will show you the number of evidence pieces you have for
each measure.
• Use the “Class Profile” report under the Reports tab to inform and support your planning for small and
large group activities as well as for individual children.
• We strongly suggest using the DRDP checklists (like GOLD On-the-Spot) for each rating period. These
checklists allow you to quickly gather documentation. These are samples provided by DRDP but
others can be created by you for skills you are focusing on.
Concepts about Print (LLD 7)
Interest in Literacy (LLD 5) (2 options)
Emergent Writing (LLD 10)
Letter and Word Knowledge (LLD9)
Number Sense of Quantity (COG 3)
Shape Group (COG 7)
Gross Locomotive Movement Skills (PD-HLTH 2)

WRITING QUALITY OBSERVATION/DOCUMENTATION NOTES

Observations are a collection of facts on children’s learning. They are your observations of a child as they play
and interact with others. The documentation of the observation must clearly describe or illustrate the child’s
behavior/performance and be linked to at least one objective. It should not just describe an activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Documentation may include notes, samples of a child’s work, photos,
audio or video clips or checklists.
Do not think about what the child ought to be doing; observe & record
only what he/she is doing and be specific.
Short, objective (non-judgmental), factual notes about what you see and
hear. This requires listening and watching carefully to what a child says
and does.
Document direct quotes, and descriptions of gestures, facial expressions,
actions, and creations.
Do not record your personal thoughts and feelings.
Avoid red flag words such as: happy, sad, mean, kind, angry, bored, proud,
sympathetic, lazy, crabby, cooperative, smart, slow, above average,
provoked, helpful, determined, out of control, motivated, etc.
Not all children doing an activity in a group will be demonstrating the skill
at the same level. All children may be participating in an activity but
would not necessarily be rated at the same level just because of their
participation.
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 Focus on
INDIVIDUAL and
SMALL GROUP
observations.
 LIMITED large group
observations will be
accepted. You
should individualize
the documentation
notes.
 Limit each
documentation
piece to a maximum
of 5 associated
measures.
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DRDP is different from GOLD and its use of “Colorbands”. DRDP represents a full continuum instrument

to assess all children from early infancy to kindergarten entry including children with Individual Family Service
Plans (IFSPs) or Individualized Education Plans (IEPs).
If a child is not performing a skill CONSISTENTLY, mark
them at the level that they have mastered. Unlike GOLD
where we were mindful of not leveling down from the
previous checkpoint, in DRDP we will use fresh eyes for
each checkpoint.

The GOLD Color Bands/Widely Held Expectations
were used to show skills and behaviors that are
typical for children of a particular age. In your
DRDP binder (hot pink), you will find two similar
“tools”:
• The 0-5 Alignment of the DRDP to the
Creative Curriculum Objectives is in your
binder 
•

The Correspondence between DRDP and
the ELOF.

Correspondence between the DRDP and the HSELOF
Infant/Toddler
o Birth to 9 months
o 8-18 months
o 16-36 months
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Preschool
o 36-48 months
o 48-60 months

Additional Rating Options

Using “Emerging” is optional but not necessary to rate.
“Unable to rate due to extended absence” is to be used when a child’s attendance is 40% or below.
This is also another reason why intentional planning is important. If you have a child that has
attendance issues, you will want to have a plan for certain activities for when they are present.
You must have at least Physical/Health and Cognitive Domains covered. This cannot be used because a
teacher “just didn’t collect enough evidence”.
• “Child is not yet at the earliest developmental level on this measure”- must be marked if the child is
not meeting the first descriptor listed for that measure.
•
•

The Parent Report
•
•
•

•

The Parent Report will be used for each rating period.
To generate the Parent Report (or any DRDP reports), please refer to
the “DRDP Assessment in ChildPlus e-book”. 
For each Parent Report, parents and teachers should create 1-2 goals
TOGETHER. These should be listed on the Parent Report for them to
take home a copy of, and also on your checklist that is sent to your
supervisor. The original Parent Report stays in the child’s file.
Have the parents sign and date the forms with you.

Resources and Tips

Below is a list of resources and tips to help you meet the DRDP expectations. The options are there to collect
data in a way that works best for each individual classroom and individual child. If you are unable to locate any
of these, contact your supervisor.
• To enter data, it MUST be entered through Mobile that is on your Surfaces and PC Desktops. It is not
accessible through your normal ChildPlus portal. DO NOT go to Desired Results.us to do assessments.
•

Use the DRDP Assessment Tool in your binder, as a guide. The examples listed are exactly that,
EXAMPLES, and not intended to be a checklist.
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•

DRDP Observations Checklist- keep it where all staff can record documentations that have been made.
The type of checklist may vary between rooms but some sort of checklist/system must be used to keep
track.

•

DRDP Checklists (see list on page 4)

•

A child’s “Portfolio” is an online collection electronic file of
documentation/evidence which may include 
You do not have to create a hard copy portfolio.

•

Mighty Minutes, Book Discussion Cards, Intentional Teaching
Cards MUST be listed on your lesson plans.

•

Use the Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework (2015 edition) or the DRDP Assessment Tool
to help set your quarterly goals.

•

Video Tutorials for Teachers in the ChildPlus Learning Library

•

Use The DRDP Tool Kits provided in ChildPlus.
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•

Make collecting observations work for you.
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